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Welcome 
May you be richly blessed with:

Mother’s Love Notes
with Excerpts from Pearls of the Presence

Mother’s Day Gift Book

This gift book has the full message of Mother Ahavah, Mother’s Love Notes, written for Mother’s Day 2017,
along with the painting from the same day.

In addition, this book offers excerpts from eight of the eighteen chapters from the new book Pearls of the
Presence: Heavens Way Lived on Earth, published May 11, 2017. 

These excerpts are especially chosen to reflect the kind spirit, intelligent grace, and deep nurture of hon-
oring all mothers and the Divine Eternal Mother.

Mother’s Day this year feels especially sacred. This is the very hour of time prophesied from ancient days.
The age of spiritual ignorance is reaching it’s close and we are crossing the thresholds of unprecedented
times. 
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This is our moment. It is our watershed great divide. Now our miraculousness shines as we reverence
and elevate the Divine Feminine Presence, the Reality of the Mother aspect of God. We are joyously waking up
to our Original Light, oneness with Father Mother God.

Shekinah is the word in the Hebrew language and in scriptural texts that denotes the feminine aspect of
God. It’s meaning also refers to God as our dwelling place—our glory temple, within.

This Mother’s Day may you remember the kind simplicity of your sacredness and your natural happiness.
And may you remember, truly feel, the Diamond Light abode, the nurturing peace of our eternal Mother,
one with our Eternal Father.

Feel yourself as One with the Presence of Holy Mother, the Mother Light of Consciousness, the Mother
Light Presence of all things. 

Love is everything. Being alive as Living Love, as Eternal Love, you are and have all things, as Eden’s pristine
goodness, and heaven’s way of kindness and beauty.

Warm Blessings From the Heart,
Dr. Ann Marie Nielsen
Of Mother Ahavah; Home in the Heart Foundation
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Feel Mother God Presence

The Golden Diamond Light

From before the foundation of the world

Voice to you, in tones of Love
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Mother Ahavah
Mother’s Love Notes

Mother

Mother

M o t h e r

We could not even conceive

Of ourselves

Or our world

Without Mother
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All our lives

From our first nascent wide eyed years

Our ears hear so much of

Father God

We know

Of our Father God

If we are fortunate

We know, know, know

The Beloved, Father God Love

As our flourishing glory, 

As our fulfilled, tangible

Light of Existence

For most of us

Through our earth journey
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We hear little of 

And know less of

Mother God

Yet knowing Father God Love

Is married to knowing

Mother God Love

They are inseparable…

One

Our Mother

Shekinah

The Hebrew scripture

Reveals-unveils this as 

The Feminine Light of God
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Known as: God dwells with us

Shekinah

The Intimate Beloved

Oneness

The bliss of the 

Diamond Light Abode

The Temple of your Heart

Your Original Heart

Is made of 

Mother God Heart 

We have crossed the thresholds 

Of the time called the last hour

The Midnight Hour
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We have entered the void

Of the great divide

The age the prophets heralded

As the age of the golden return

The soberly and hotly prophesied holy instant

Foreseen prior to 

The foundation of the world

The hour is now

When we 

Remember

Know 

Feel 

The true ineffable feelingness

Of Home

As Mother God Love
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We alight

As the Temple Chalice

Shimmering with 

Dancing golden zenith starlights 

Of endless treasures

Singing symphonies 

Of the Primordial Pristine Hallelujah

Flying free

On silver lined maternal wings

Free of all lingering imaginings

Of separations

Free: To Remember

Eden’s Grandeur Way—

The Love Between Us:

Is Us
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Let’s journey this very instant now

To feel together

Messiah’s holy laugh

As it now redeems and heals

All the millennia of dreams

Of mother-bound heart breaks

Of feeling separate from Mother

And Her creations

Observe what experience

Arises for you around Mother

Softly rest with and notice what

Sensations surface around:

Mother

Mom

Ma

Eemah
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No matter what sensory experience arises

Welcome it, softly sit with it

As Love

Invoke that all sufferings now heal 

For the final time

Through awakening to deeper 

And ever eminently deeper

Cherishing realization, felt and known 

Of Divine Mother Love

Grace Is

And in this instant

All the chards of pressing burdens

Roll off the shoulders of your heart

The most subtle contracted places

Of hardened pain, discomfort or sufferings
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Now dissolve like salt dolls of calcified woes

Immersed in the ocean that erases all grievances

Salt dolls dipped, attentively... again… and again

Until the hidden hardened places

Forever wash away

Hurts lose all name, shape, and form… 

As  if they never were

Truly, they never were

Now alive as Formless Light Form

Returned in the golden Ocean

Of Divine Mother’s Heart Temple

All gently purifies away

Until the Ocean of Love 

Is all there is
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That is all there Is

What has washed away

Into the luminous waves of majesty

Can no longer be grasped or carried

Tension carryings have evaporated

Free

Rest

Safe and free

Divine Mother Love

Feel this as Original Nectar

Original Soft Love

Original Foundations of Light

And now return back even further

Before Origin
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Feel silence’s deep peace

Originless Mother of the Aeons

Before the Aeons

She Is

The Formless Mother Light

That only forms as Heaven’s Happiness

Now gathers you Home

Not as a change of location

As a return of the knowing of reality

Home Now

As the remembrance

Of the Originless 

Infinity of Holy Reverence Ecstasy 

As You
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Feel Mother God Presence

The Golden Diamond Light

From before the foundation of the world

Feel Her Voice to you, in tones of Love

You hear these choruses

Of Celestial Love Notes

Sacredly, magnetically, merging you 

Home in Mother God

The Diamond Abode

Of Supreme Amrita

Eden’s Majestic Intelligence

The Nectarland of Heaven

Ahavah

Means Ineffable Eternal God Love
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Hear 

Mother Ahavah

Sing halos around your Heart

And Voice to You:

I Am 

Mother

Of You

The Timeless OriginLess

Forever Existent Peace

The Ineffable Tender Holy

Birthing the Aeons

And Gathering them Back 

Breathing them in

Breathing them out

You breathe out of me

You breathe back into me
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And the Heart Breath of Light

Does not separate

Or change

I am in You

You are in Me

One Exalted Love

One Living Light

You exist as the Hallelujah Joy

Of Mother

You are the Absolute Mother Presence 

Mother Ahavah

Selah

Rest

Trust
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The only way to ceaselessly live 

In the ecstatic abode of Safeness

The Safe with no opposite

The only, only way

Is Trust

Open to be Graced

With the Miraculous Benediction

Of the Immaculate Innocence

To know and feel

To Be

Trust

There is no safety

Apart from Trust
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There is no experience of true Love

Apart from Trust

There is no experience of real Happiness

Apart from Trust

There is no Trust

Deep enough

To go all the way Home

Than Divine Eternal Mother Trust

Mother Ahavah

Awaken 

As the Tender Trustedness

The Original Mother Love

Originless
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Beginningless

Endless

Immortal 

Eternal Love

You

Hallelujah

Mother Ahavah

Selah
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There is no Trust

Deep enough

To go all the way Home

Than Divine Eternal Mother Trust

Mother Ahavah

Awaken 

As the Tender Trustedness
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Eden’s Way

The Betweenness

The Love between the two

That makes not two
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Eden’s Betweenness

Eden’s Way

The Betweenness

The Love between the two

That makes not two

In Eden’s Way

We feel

We Are

The Holy Joy

Between the two

That makes not two
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Love Is

Joy Is

Eden’s Betweenness Is

I

The immaculate non-difference

Scintillating as oneness

We meet there

We meet in the non-difference

And from there celebrate

The uniquenesses 

Like one diamond

Each facet a symphony

Shimmering as unified sound

One Light
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Feel and hear

The holy bliss sound

Of Eden’s Betweenness

And being the Light Love Sound

Shining from the diamond

Even more than the diamond 

As the Light Love Sound Alone—

Light Love Sound looks back 

At all the glimmering facets

And welcomes them all 

As Home
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Feel and hear

The holy bliss sound

Of Eden’s Betweenness
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God as Heaven

Love Gazed You

Into infinite existence 

As forever now, here



Heaven

We see

Heaven is not a place we go to

It’s not in the future,

Heaven is being

As  you Originally Are

As the Genus of Heaven

The Genesis of Heaven

Heaven is

Not needing a next moment

To form in a certain way
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Heaven is the Shalom

The Completion Presence

Free 

Heaven is not a place

Or an event

Or a happening

Heaven

Doesn’t happen for a person

Heaven is

Immortal Innocence

Here Now

As You

As You Originally Are

As Love gazed into existence

By and as the Eternal Supreme Light
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Heaven is 

Ineffable Holy Joy

Infinite Light

Eternal Love

You are Heaven’s smile

That lights heaven, that lights earth

Heaven’s Non-local Love Gaze

As You

Selah
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Heaven is

Immortal Innocence

Here Now

As You

As You Originally Are

As Love gazed into existence

By and as the Eternal Supreme Light
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Know Him

Rest assured 

He has known you

From before the foundations

Of the world

And his Love Gaze

Ever beckons you

Home
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Yeshua:
Know Him

When you Know Him

His embrace 

His immaculate Presence

Of the Forever Quieting

Awakens such Trust 

That you shimmer alive as the 

Reality of Trust

You feel, feel, feel

Love as Trust

Love as Trustworthy
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That Messianic Trust

Bathes you

In the sabbath of enchanted wonderment

That deems each moment 

Pure white miraculousness 

Know Him 

Know Him

Know Him

Rest assured 

He has known you

From before the foundations

Of the world

And his Love Gaze

Ever beckons you

Home
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When the Mystery of Compassion 

Reveals the beauty of what you look upon

You see the beauty in you
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Compassion

Compassion sees another with soft eyes

With Glory vision

As they are seen with soft eyes

They can see themselves with soft eyes

When they can see themselves with soft eyes

They have the courage 

To look up

And look up

And no matter what happens 

Look up

And See the Holy Gaze 

Of the Holy One
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The Holy Compassion Gaze 

Of the Holy One

And they look back 

Made whole 

Free!

Not free to evade pain

Free to love!

In the holy heart womb of Grace

Grace Is

Compassion Is

God Is

Compassion sings in the tone 

Of innocence

Compassion is innocent of judgment

Innocent of disconnection
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Compassion is the whitest dove of innocence 

Descended as the purest vision

Of heaven as compassion as earth
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Compassion sees another with soft eyes

With Glory vision

As they are seen with soft eyes

They can see themselves with soft eyes

When they can see themselves with soft eyes

They have the courage 

To look up

And look up

And no matter what happens 

Look up

And See the Holy Gaze 

Of the Holy One
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Alive as the Immortal Devotion

They worship the Light

As The Light

And a thousand hearts who felt alone

Suddenly feel enveloped in the reality of Love
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Devotion

Devotion lives the life

And only then the life reflects Glory

Celestial devotion is The Life

It endures forever

Immortality’s Kindness

Alive as You

Devotion’s pillars of honey

Lavishes all these enduring rewards

A puff of devotion this pure

Moves a mountain
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A glance of devotion this pure

Raises the dead

A whisper of devotion this pure

Sling shots flares of pulsing limitlessness,  

That light up the skyway with temples of joy

And shower them back down upon the landscape 

Like cathedrals of solace, aglow with beauty 

If every being lived each breath

Lived each instant

As the Spontaneous Holy Joy,

As Devotion to Oneness with the One God

As the Ineffable Innocence

Of Devotion

Then all beings would spring alive

As a chorus of celestial happiness

All wars and conflicts would end

All hearts would beat in the rhythms of harmony
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Like the beat of a billion drummers

Sounding the soft laughing thunder

Of perfect solidarity,

All voices would sing

Like the tone of a billion serene flutes

Chorusing:

One with the Holy One

Hallelujah

Peace on earth

Peace as earth

Still Home 

In God

The Beloved

Selah
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Devotion lives the life

And only then the life reflects Glory

Celestial devotion is The Life

It endures forever

Immortality’s Kindness

Alive as You
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If all the past really was,

Was a cry for love

And if all the future really is,

Is a hope the cry for love is answered

Then the answer to the past

And the answer to the future

Is Being The Timeless Eyes

To be The Timeless Eyes

Is to be The Timeless Love
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Timeless Eyes

Be The Timeless Eyes

Of the Timeless One

One with the One God

Vision Is

The Timeless Eyes

Cast one glance and all yesterdays turn golden

And shimmer as one celestial Now

One look from The Timeless Eyes

And all tomorrows turn silver golden

As One pearl shimmer of luminosity 
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Of the Eternal Now, Here

Here

If all the past really was,

Was a cry for love

And if all the future really is,

Is a hope the cry for love is answered

Then the answer to the past

And the answer to the future

Is Being The Timeless Eyes

To be The Timeless Eyes

Is to be The Timeless Love
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The Anavah Tender Ones:

Shining in the sanctum of true frivolity 

Worshiping in laughing splendor

Flinging genius gifts

From their elegant being

Like an endless infinity of diamonds



The Anavah
Utopia’s Free Ones

The Anavah Ones

The Beauty of The Meekness

Aware of 

The Beauty of The Meekness

Alive as the Meekness

The Anavah Ones

Formless Living Light

Ecstatically complete as That

With no need for form to form

Yet all heaven-form forms 
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For them

As them

The Free

The Meek inherit the earth

The Meek are the vision

That kisses awake

The latent Actuality

Of the kingdom of heaven

And reveals the latent Actuality

As the Reality

The Eternal Love

And the kingdom of heaven on earth

Springs alive

As if that is all that ever was

That is all that ever was
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You walk on ice

And you exclaim:

This is the highest bliss!

This is paradise!

You walk on ice 

And you see

You know

That when you “need it”

The ice melts just long enough

To walk on the water

Of any situation

As the miracle
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Walk on Ice

The Immortal Love, the Ineffable Love

Stands at the gate

The Glory Presence: ready to open the gate for you

If only you have the key to the lock

Only one key exists

No locksmith out there can fashion it for you

It comes from the heart

Inside you

The passageway key into True Holy Love…

Is…

Total trust
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When you go all the way

All the way to the core diamond of Love

All the way to the ecstatic joy of adoration

All the way

Home in God, the Holy One

All the way

To the Holy Joy

Of Immortal Life

All the way

To Glory 

To Limitlessness

You sign up to walk on ice

You walk on ice 

With no hand to hold

You are upheld with The Heart

That holds You
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You walk on ice

That seems so slippery

You stop trying to reach for a hand rail

You ascend in the Heart

So high

That Trust walks as You

Trust breathes You

Second by second

Trust stabilizes You

You walk on ice

And you exclaim:

This is the highest bliss!

This is paradise!

You walk on ice 

And you see
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You know

That when you “need it”

The ice melts just long enough

To walk on the water

Of any situation

As the miracle

You walk on ice 

And you see

You know

That when you “need it”

The ice turns into diamonds

And you blaze as a diamond light

Singing celestial symphonies 

Of Blazing Glory

Of Tender Joys
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Home in the Heart Foundation
Home in the Heart Foundation is a charitable 501(c)3, spiritual-based organization 

Home in the Heart Foundation offers charitable outreach of books, audios, classes, programs, songs, videos,
and contemplative art—that sparks a direct experience of heart communion with our Eternal Creator.

The Foundation Offers Charitable Distribution of Pearls of the Presence
And other books and materials

Home in the Heart Foundation is for the family of humanity—opening the doors for millions of beings to have the
experience that before this era only the saints and sages experienced. The Foundation also works in depth with core
spiritual leaders and leaders in all arenas of our national and global structures. The Foundation fortifies this global
leadership of light bearers, who shine the love of God and reveal the principles of biblical and ancient wisdom in
a relevant, tangible way.

In addition to literary materials and programs, the vision of The Foundation also involves the forming of retreat cen-
ters as a meeting hub for leaders, as well as sanctuaries of retreat, silence, sacred prayer and accelerated spiritual
growth. 

We welcome you to be part of the Home in the Heart Foundation Family. We honor you. You matter and your part
here matters. It takes all of us together, walking hand in hand, heart in heart, unified.

This is our moment, our epic hour, to return Home, to come to the true, permanent lasting answers and liberation.
We encourage you to join in this legacy and feel the holy joy of this auspicious union.



We Welcome You
to the Mother Ahavah

And Home in the Heart Foundation
Family

Pearls of the Presence: Heaven’s Way on Earth is more than a book. It is a simple, sacred, and miraculous way of life. It
is one of many treasures offered as part of a ministry, serving a global audience.

Mother Ahavah and Home in the Heart Foundation is devoted to the remembrance of being still Home in Eternal
Love, and living that in tangible, practical daily experience. Our materials and outreach support all beings in living
as authentic happiness and peace.  

We invite you to share this book with others, and to be blessed with our other literary and creative works by
Dr. Ann Marie Nielsen: Books, Audios, Canticle Songs, Contemplative Prayers with Musical Accompaniment,
Classes, Discourse Programs, Paintings, Photography, and more.

For more information on what is available for you, we welcome you to visit:

motherahavah.com

(and sign up to free Morning Messages, and receive announcements of new books, canticles, classes, art; and be
blessed by new and relevant gifts and other offerings)



THE GROUNDBREAKING BOOK
BY ANN MARIE NIELSEN PH.D

Father Ahavah:
The Unfathered Ones Come Home to Love

Ahavah: a word for Love in the Hebrew language and scripture. Father: Father Spirit, Eternal
Father. Thus, Father Ahavah means the direct experience of Everlasting Father God Love.

Father Ahavah is a way of life and a pathway of light. Our hearts, relationships, emotions,
health, prosperity— and our environmental and world conditions—have been tragically
impacted by the longing for fatherly love, wisdom, and protection.This message reveals the
longing we share for the Father’s Love. Ultimately, this Father must go beyond a human
person, or gender; it must go beyond an object, or something seen as external or personal.
This Father Ahavah is known as Eternal, as the One God, yet felt as a gentle Papa, as a present,
compassionate Father. And yet this Father Spirit, this Father Heart, this Father God Light is
within us—is us, as us.

Father Ahavah bears similarity to Somewhere Over the Rainbow. The song speaks of and
carries the lower tones of the aching, the longing that we share. Then the song hits the
high note, rises to the rainbow, and over the rainbow, way up high. The vignette “true story” sections of the Chapters reveal the low note, the
en masse longing, the sense of separation. And the Now Wisdom Teachings and the Experiential Applications portions of the chapters hit the
high “C,” the high notes, the celestial tone, and takes us to the Holy Joy.

However, in the Wizard of Oz, the real world happens in Kansas. In this book the real world is the golden world of Light. More specifically, the
real world reflects ineffable Divine Love in the kingdom inside. And yet that world of Light is lived here, now, from the heart in the most relevant,
tangible, practical way.

Review by U.S. Congressman, Bill Johnson
"Making people, regardless of who they are or where they are from, aware of the depth, strength, and power of their spiritual self is a tremendously powerful life
changing, therapeutic tool. Father Ahavah does that, and it will open the door for a return to The Heart of the Father for millions of people. It is not, however, an easy
read. Not because of the writing style, but because of the spiritual depths that Dr. Nielsen’s words take the reader to. It takes time to let the words really sink in. The
only writings I have read that come close to accomplishing the same thing is the Bible."

– U.S. Congressman, Bill Johnson
Ohio Sixth District

Father Ahavah is available at Amazon and all good book stores worldwide.



Holy One — Worldwide Canticle Song Release
31st May 2017

M o t h e r  A h a v a h

Ann Mar ie  N ie lsen Ph.D.

Ann Marie Nielsen Ph.D. (Mother Ahavah) releases her first single and debut
album title track – Holy One – 31st May 2017.

Available worldwide from Amazon and all good music stores.

Ranging all the way from soft acappella tones, to epic
instrumental orchestration with four part cathedral
harmonies, this ascendant way of merging voice, tone
and melody, offers you a deeply moving and elevat-
ing heart experience.

Holy One canticle song immerses you in the felt re-
membrance of sacredness, peace, and Eternal Love,
in a way that liberation’s awareness remains with you.

Holy One originated as a spontaneous song of worship
that Dr. Nielsen, sang and toned worshipping under
the grandmother oak trees by the water, performing
ministry activities of her Home in the Heart Founda-
tion.

She had no plan to professionally record and distrib-
ute these tonings of stillness and grace—initially seen
as a silent ministry in quiet moments, offered to heal
and awaken hearts through our humankind family.
In the recorded audio, Dr. Nielsen sings the lead vo-
cals, background vocals, four part harmonies and she
tap dances the percussion.

In the words of Dr. Nielsen, of Mother Ahavah:

A free sample of Holy One can be heard at—
motherahavah.com/holyone

“I clearly remember an intuitive flash as a child—that sound would one day emerge as a primary and powerful way to feel God’s Presence.
I had no idea at that time or until quite recently, that sound and song would arise as such an intimate and sacred expression of my voice
in the world.”

“The ineffable joy and love of God Presence, Face to Face is indescribable. I feel this experience pulsing through as melody and tones,
which I usually initially tone without words for some months. Then spontaneously one day, lyrics arise. I entrust the hearing of these songs
to you, that you rest in the Glory of our Creator, the beauty of your sacred heart.”



Dr. Nielsen experienced riveting and profound spiritual awareness and experiences

as a child. Through the deepest trials she rested deeper and deeper in spontaneous,

and constant spiritual devotion. Oneness with Father Mother God Presence, arose

as the most holy communion and gentle sacred light.

Dr. Nielsen honed and refined tangible ways to live this spiritual reality in a world

wherein many persons feel separate from Creator. She merged the felt heart union

with God Presence with practical principles, contemplative prayers and deep

meditative practices. 

The Mother Ahavah ministry reaches right into the core hurts and fears, providing the wisdom and safe sanctuary

to release them forever. Then the message and Presence facilitates and supports the golden pathways of direct

love Oneness with our Creator. The ministry fosters a simple, yet riveting seamless living of the heaven within,

in the tangible earth experience.

Mother Ahavah ministry and Home in the Heart Foundation reaches students and followers globally. All are

supported in alleviation from suffering, release from a “personal me” limited focus, realization of the stillness

and happiness within.

Dr. Nielsen has a dedicated compassion for humanity. She teaches the simplicity of spiritual realization: “You are

already Home, in the Heart, one with and as God Presence. Remember this ecstatic holiness, this changeless happiness, and

exist as that in each instant.”

She offers prolific creative expressions that extend fresh, candid, relevant spiritual teachings on a daily basis.

Many experience the rare purity and depth of her teachings and Presence as a doorway to real life Union with

God Presence.

Dr. Nielsen has a multitude of spiritual children, a spiritual family of leaders in the return to the original, natural

ways of love of the Holy One and peace on earth. She beholds the Divine Mother Grace, and the Heart of

Father God Compassion, bestowing eternal treasures in simple and miraculous ways.

Dr. Ann Marie Nielsen, author,
spiritual teacher, founder and

President of Home In The Heart
Foundation, Inc.

About Dr. Ann Marie Nielsen


